Models of windblown pollen or spore movement are required to predict gene flow from genetically modified (GM) crops and the spread of fungal diseases. We suggest a simple form for a function describing the distance moved by a pollen grain or fungal spore, for use in generic models of dispersal. The function has power-law behaviour over sub-continental distances. We show that air-borne dispersal of rapeseed pollen in two experiments was inconsistent with an exponential model, but was fitted by power-law models, implying a large contribution from distant fields to the catches observed. After allowance for this 'background' by applying Fourier transforms to deconvolve the mixture of distant and local sources, the data were best fit by power-laws with exponents between 1.5 and 2. We also demonstrate that for a simple model of area sources, the median dispersal distance is a function of field radius and that measurement from the source edge can be misleading. Using an inverse-square dispersal distribution deduced from the experimental data and the distribution of rapeseed fields deduced by remote sensing, we successfully predict observed rapeseed pollen density in the city centres of Derby and Leicester (UK).
INTRODUCTION
There is a sustained interest in gene flow from genetically modified (GM) crops and, in the spread of fungal diseases, via spores. This paper centres on the selection of dispersal models for use in landscape-scale strategic, scenariobuilding or generic models involving the movement of pollen or disease propagules by wind. We use wind dispersal of oilseed rape (OSR) pollen from area sources as an example system. Several good physically based models of wind dispersal exist for use where topography and weather data are known (Berkowicz et al. 1986; Olesen et al. 1992; Carruthers et al. 1994; Giddings 2000; Aylor 2003) . However, when deciding policy, it is often necessary to manage a threat arising at an unknown location and time, over spatio-temporal scales outside the practical capacity of such models. In such situations, authors have commonly used a generic dispersal curve (Peart 1985; Okubo & Levin 1989; Perry 2002) . Two broad families of curves are commonly used successfully in pollen dispersal modelling: negative exponential or exponential power models with very rapidly declining probability of transport above a certain scale (Timmons et al. 1996; Lavigne et al. 1998; Damgaard & Kjellsson 2005) and inverse power-law models with fat tails (Austerlitz et al. 2004; Devaux et al. 2005) , both of which may be justified on a simple physical basis (Stockmarr 2002; Katul et al. 2005) . If a model with a tail declining exponentially or faster is chosen, it is possible to select a distance beyond which the probability of transport is negligible; for this reason, background levels cannot exist beyond a certain distance from a source.
Many 'fat-tailed' probability density functions have been suggested with which to model dispersal. We suggest a simple form, based on heuristic physical arguments, for a probability density function that has power-law behaviour over sub-continental distances, but finite moments. We show that area sources affect the form of the dispersal function in addition to scaling of output to source size (e.g. Ribbens et al. 1994; Clark et al. 1999; Devaux et al. 2005) . Greene & Calogeropoulos (2002) have shown that the dispersal curve will flatten with aggregation. With the form of the dispersal kernel we have chosen, we further show that by taking measurements from the centre rather than the edge of an area source, a single form of function incorporating the effective radius of the source can be used, regardless of the source size.
In this paper, we use simplified models of pollen dispersal to demonstrate that exponential family models are inconsistent with the existence of background pollen levels for wind-dispersed OSR pollen in the UK. We also show that the background levels observed are consistent with cumulative levels of individually negligible distant sources. These background levels may be comparable to relatively close single sources, so that the administratively convenient concept of a safe separation distance (Firbank et al. 1999; Ingram 2000; Agriculture & Environment Biotechnology Commission 2001) has limited value: the overall density and pattern of cropping are also important.
DATA
Data analysed here come from two sources. First, Timmons et al. (1995) provided daily pollen counts during flowering of an adjacent rapeseed field. Volumetric spore traps were situated at 1, 100 and 360 m in the prevailing downwind direction from the edge of a 10 ha rectangular rapeseed field in 1992 and from a 3 ha field in 1993. Counts were converted to pollen grains per cubic metre of air per day. A background reference trap was positioned at 2500 and 1500 m from the nearest field in 1992 and 1993, respectively. Second, Brassica pollen counts were purchased for 2000-2002 from the National Pollen and Aerobiology Research Unit (University College Worcester, Worcester, UK), a network of volumetric traps in several city centres throughout the UK for pollen allergy research. Wind direction data were obtained from the British Atmospheric Data Centre (CCLRC Rutherford Appleton Laboratory, Oxford, UK).
STATISTICAL METHODS
Specific probability distribution functions were fitted to the cumulative empirical probability distribution functions describing daily pollen concentrations at each distance from the source field. Distributions regarded as convolutions of two sources were 'deconvolved' by dividing the Fourier transform of the convolved distribution by the Fourier transform of one of the presumed sources. Fourier transforms of distributions for which an analytical expression was not available were calculated by applying the fast Fourier transform algorithm (Press et al. 1992 ) to a series of points calculated along the fitted curve, including the range of very low concentrations which would all correspond to a zero observation.
MODELS
Two important classes of model for changes in mean pollen or spore concentration t(rjq) with distance r from a point source along a given bearing q are tðrjqÞf e Kr=k ; Kings & Giles 1997) . Second, turbulence will lead to dispersal around the average path of particles released at the same instant and place. If this turbulent dispersal is assumed to be a random walk or if turbulent processes are modelled in detail, this results in a Gaussian distribution about the mean advection (for an application to fungal spore dispersal see Spijkerboer et al. 2002) ; however, the scale length of this, for light particles, is much smaller than that resulting from advection. Third, propagules die or are deposited on the ground. The interaction of these three processes will give rise to the observed probabilities of moving from place to place.
If we imagine the particles to move in straight trajectories with a constant probability of deposition or death, we predict an exponential distribution of distance travelled along any given bearing. Since the probability of capture or deposition without rain is low, the length scale of this exponential is very long and is set by whether deposition or death is more rapid. For pollen or spores, which are typically viable for a mean time around 10-40 h (Gregory 1973) , viability will make the scale of this exponential, measured by halfdistance, roughly 50-2000 km. Oilseed rape pollen may remain viable up to 4-5 days (Mesquida & Renard 1982; Rantio-Lehtimäki 1995) . In the event of rain, particles are removed rapidly and in this case, the question centres on the probability of encountering rain along a sample path, but again results in an exponential decline on a distance scale.
However, the exact advection encountered by any two particles will differ and we may visualize pollen or spores starting from a common point being blown into diverging trajectories. A reduction with distance in the probability of pollen or spore interception by an element of fixed size must occur, because of the smaller solid angle subtended by an area of element at right angles to the trajectory as distance from the origin increases. If we neglect vertical components of advection, this argument would suggest interception decreasing inversely with distance; Gaussian turbulence about the mean would tend to make this fall off slightly faster. If the vertical and horizontal components of advective trajectories separated at equal rates, the interception would fall off as an inverse-square law, just like light. However, dispersal in the vertical dimension will be limited, so that the angular separation of trajectories would not increase indefinitely with distance. In this case, the probability of intercepting pollen or spores should decline more slowly. These considerations suggest that the probability of transferring a particle by wind between the two points will be described by a function which has power-law behaviour with an exponent of between 1 and 2, until scales become so large that processes leading to exponential decline become significant.
Thus, we argue that a simple model of wind transport along a single bearing could be expected to have the general character In agricultural practice, point sources are relatively unimportant and we need to consider entire fields. A reasonable first approximation is to regard the field as a circular source containing a very large number of independent point sources and develop a dispersal curve to apply to the entire field. We did this for the family of curves represented by the power-law factor in equation (4.4), taking cZ1 without loss of generality. In other words, we used units of length corresponding to the value of c for a point source-for an inverse square, this is the median dispersal distance. Each point source within a field was defined as a distance r from the field centre along a vector with an angular offset f from q, the bearing to the sink point. The distance from each point source to a point at distance r away from the edge of a circular field of radius R can be calculated using basic trigonometry. Substituting this into equation (4.5) and integrating over all values of r and f within the field, the total pollen reaching the sink point is given, in polar coordinates, by tðrjqÞ and increasing the numerator in proportion to the field size. The error in this approximation is smallest for small values of b. We can use the approximation without knowing the exact value of c point , provided it is negligible compared with the second term on the right-hand side of equation (4.10). In practice, field radii will be at least tens of metres, whereas measurements of local dispersal (McCartney 1987; van den Bosch et al. 1988; Aylor 1990) suggest that c point is less than about 1 m. The predictions of models at distances in the 1-1000 km range are important for setting isolation distances, especially if very low levels of contamination are of concern. In this case, there is an important distinction between models whose behaviour is dominated by the power-law component of equation (4.4), in which, in a large uniform habitat, long-distance effects dominate local sources, and models which have a more rapid decline in transport with distance, in which local sources dominate long-distance ones. The dominance of distant sources is especially important in models with power-law exponents b of 2 or less. By contrast, in the case where for some reason a short-range exponential substitutes for the power-law part of equation (4.4), local dominance is Spatially explicit landscape models M. W. Shaw and others 1707 extreme and it is possible to set a meaningful distance beyond which sources can be completely ignored. A complete description of dispersal also requires consideration of how density will vary with q. If wind is equally likely to blow from any direction, then variation with r is independent of q and variation with q is simply a uniform density on ½0; 2pÞ. If the wind has prevailing directions, then the situation depends on the detail of how often the wind blows from each direction. On the basis of the argument we have put forward, the main reason for decreasing density with distance is geometric. This applies on a small scale around the particular direction in which the wind is blowing at any given moment; if the frequency distributions of wind speeds and forms occurring in any given direction are similar, then it is likely that only the constant of proportionality in equation (4.4) will be a function of q. If both the frequency distribution of wind speeds and the frequency of blowing in the direction q depend strongly on q, then another approach-and very detailed data-would be needed. In this case, the advantage of a generic approach over detailed meteorological modelling would probably be lost.
RECONSTRUCTION OF POLLEN DENSITIES
Satellite data showing the barycentre and areas of flowering rapeseed fields in central and eastern England in May 2001 were obtained from three Landsat images, covering central, eastern and southeast England. Approximately 10 000 fields were located on the basis of spectral characteristics described in Wilkinson et al. (2003) . The pollen densities at each point on a grid 100!100 km with a grid spacing of 500 m centred on Leicester were calculated by summing the contributions from each field in the satellite images. The concentrations were calculated based on three models: an exponential model with median dispersal distance of 100 m, and inverse power-laws of powers 2 and 1.6. Based on equations (4.4) and (4.10) as fitted (equations (6.1) and (6.2)) to the Scottish data, taking the effective field radius for each field as R and the distance between the field centre and the grid point as RCr. Edge effects were minimized by using all located fields in the integrations. To assess the extent to which wind direction was critical in determining background levels (Giddings et al. 1997; Stockmarr 2002) , we constructed windroses for sites in the study area where hourly data were available for May during 1990-2000, from the UK Meteorological Office automatic weather stations. On an average over all sites and years, wind in the southwest and northeast quadrants was almost three times as common as in the northwest and southeast. However, in any given year, there were substantial differences between the sites. Furthermore, when averaged over sites the preferred wind directions, if any, varied substantially between years. In the absence of detailed meteorological information, there is therefore no simple way to allow for the effect of wind, at least in this region at this time. Therefore, we chose to test whether we could obtain approximately correct results in a year not in our dataset by assuming that dispersal was the same along all bearings. This assumption is in common with the studies of Perry (2002) 
RESULTS
The distributions of catches at each site in both the citycentre data and the experiment are closely fitted by lognormal distributions (figure 2), with R 2 more than 0.992 in every case. This allows description of each site using the two parameters of the lognormal distribution. The location parameters decrease with distance, while there is no trend in the spread parameters. This is slightly unexpected since air-parcels carrying pollen should spread and become more dilute as they travel further. However, to improve the stability of the estimates, the distributions were re-fitted assuming a constant spread parameter equal to the average for all the data, 1.91. Changes in goodness of fit were small and no systematic differences to the residual patterns occurred. The total pollen deposited at each experimental site will be proportional to the mean of this distribution. We used the mean of the fitted lognormal as our estimate of this mean to minimize the effect of individual extreme observations. We now consider how concentrations change with distance from source. Initially, we assume that background concentration, not originating from the source field, has negligible influence on the transect data. With this assumption, the data do not fit an exponential model ( figure 3a) . However, they are very well fit in both years by a model of the form of equation (4.7), with slope bZK0.5. (A two parameter fit with g Z0, with degrees of freedom directly comparable to the exponential fit, is also good.) A slope of K0.5 represents an extremely shallow dispersal curve, and suggests a contradiction: if it were the correct power-law relationship, the background concentration could not be negligible, because distant sources would inevitably have a major effect.
Therefore, we assume that each experimental site receives pollen from both background and local sources; the observed pollen count is the sum of these, in unknown proportions. This means that the distribution of counts is the convolution of a background and a local count distribution. If we can posit or estimate the background distribution we can derive the local distribution by taking Fourier transforms, dividing the coefficients of the transform of the observed distribution by those of the distant distribution, and then inverting the resulting transform.
To proceed further, we need to determine the background concentrations. Concentrations in the centre of Invergowrie have a greater mean than those at the background locations in the experiment; this makes it impossible to find a local spread that could add to them to produce the observed value. Further, in 1993 there was a negligible difference between catches at 360 and at 1500 m. The 2500 and 1500 m data are, therefore, the best available estimate of background at the location of the experiment.
Removing this background from the 1, 100 and 360 m data as explained in § 3, the corrected distributions remains very close to lognormal, but the spread of concentrations found increases steadily with distance.
The 360 m data in 1993 are uninformative since they are indistinguishable from background. These corrected data were fitted to a model of the form of equation (4.7), with g set to the value in equation (4.10) and two free parameters: b and the overall constant a. The difference in concentration between the 2 years is too large to be accounted for solely by the different field size: fitting a single curve to both datasets with no information at 360 m in 1993 artificially flattens the dispersal curve, so separate values of a are needed for each year. The best estimate of b in the 1992 data is 1.6 and this also fits the 1993 data well, although it is clear that little weight can be placed on this. However, at 100 and 360 m, data values are strongly influenced by the inferred spread parameter. To test the effect of this, we refitted the corrected catch distributions with a fixed spread parameter equal to that found in the raw data. In this case bZ2, an inverse-square decline of spread with distance, matches best with the data (figure 3b).
To summarize this argument, the probability of pollination at a given distance from a pollen source cannot be described by an exponential, since there would be no background unless the scale of the exponential were larger than is allowed by the data. If we assume that the most distant measurements are dominated by background, the exponent of a power-law describing the change in probability with distance along a given bearing is in the region of 1.5-2. Our best estimates of the two possible distributions for the pollen count per cubic metre of air at a distance r from a field of equivalent radius R, both measured in metres, are therefore To show the difference between the models and test the deduced dispersal distributions, we calculated the expected OSR pollen density in central England using rapeseed field data for 2001 obtained from satellite images. Away from fields, the predicted density is zero with the exponential model and no pollen is expected in Derby and Leicester city centres, contrary to observations. Using an inverse square law with pollen output scaled to field size, which is consistent with the Scottish data, we find the ratio of concentrations in Derby and Leicester to be 1.33, compared to the actual value of 1.57 (figure 4). Furthermore, and most convincingly, the observed concentrations are in reasonable agreement with those deduced from the model: Derby 1.1 against 1.9 measured; and Leicester 1.4 against 3.0. Using bZ1.6 leads to overwhelming backgrounds with values of 13.6 and 17.8 in Derby and Leicester, respectively.
DISCUSSION
The results presented here demonstrate the application of our modelling approach to a simple dataset with a limited number of data points. Nevertheless, the general principles described would be expected to hold true for other pollen or spore dispersal datasets from area sources with similar propagule buoyancy. So far, all dispersal functions based on mechanistic models incorporate approximations, which make them, in effect, justified empirical models. Our approach is parameter-sparse, physically motivated although not mechanistic and has led us to some new insights and predictions.
(a) Other function types We have fitted a particular functional form to our rather sparse data; an infinite variety of other functional forms would of course fit as well or better. We do not argue that the inverse power-law is the unique best function nor an exact fit. However, it economically summarizes the extent to which the (unknown) real underlying function is fattailed, through a single parameter; it is in some sense the 'simplest' way to do this. For example, Clark et al. (1999) suggest the dispersal kernel
where we have absorbed various constants into the single k, u corresponds to our c 0 and p is a parameter. When r [ ffiffiffi u p , i.e. once the function is declining steadily, this approaches k 0 =r b (with bZ 2ðpC 1Þ), where k 0 is a constant. Similar reasoning applies to all inverse power functions, e.g. if Q s (r) is a polynomial with a highest power of s, not necessarily integer and f ðrÞ Z 1 Q s ðrÞ p=q ; ð7:2Þ then at longer distances, the function will become indistinguishable from k 00 =r sp=q , where k 00 is a constant. However, functions of the form f ðrÞZ k 000 expðQ s ðrÞÞ eventually always decrease faster than any power-law. This may be irrelevant in a finite world, but it does suggest that we should be looking for generic characteristics of dispersal kernels rather than the detail of individual functions. In the present paper, we have tried to pare our dispersal functions down to the minimum required to capture the overall characteristics of air-borne pollen or spore dispersal; this could, of course, have been done in an infinitude of other ways differing in detail. Bullock & Clarke (2000) fitted a variety of equations, empirical and based on simplified physical models, to data on seed dispersal from ericaceous species. Seeds of the order of 500 mm in diameter are around 3 orders of magnitude larger than pollen grains. Despite this, they found that the tails of the dispersal distribution were best fitted by equations that were asymptotically power-laws. Although seed density close to the source fell faster than the long-distance power-law would predict, this is consistent with our procedure. Stockmarr (2002) showed that, in the direction of the wind, a simplified physical model of the interplay of advection and turbulence gave rise to an inverse power-law with an exponent K3/2 along the wind. Using a more detailed physical approach, Katul et al. (2005) derived a model applicable especially to particles, such as most plant seeds, with a terminal velocity that is large compared with mean vertical wind speeds. This model has an exponential cut-off and within this power-law behaviour with an exponent of K5/2 along a single bearing, assuming isotropic wind directions. They show that this fits many measured datasets; however, the dispersal scale at which exponential cut-off becomes important is several orders of magnitude smaller than is appropriate for very small particles, and the approximations they use may not be appropriate for small particles. experimental pollen dispersal curves well and is inconsistent with the observed existence of background pollen counts. We have also shown that inverse power-law models fit experimental data well with exponents in the region 1.5-2 and that a power-law with an exponent close to two provides reasonably accurate predictions of observed background levels of air-borne pollen. This has important implications for the fitting of fat-tailed curves, since it becomes imperative to separate the background from the local tail to maintain model consistency. This is most reliably achieved by direct measurement (for seeds, see Bullock & Clarke 2000) .
(c) Treatment of extended sources Greene & Calogeropoulos (2002) demonstrated that dispersal curves will flatten with increasing aggregation of point sources. We demonstrate that for a power-law function this effect can be quantified simply by field size. While the total output of fields has been taken into account (e.g. Devaux et al. 2005) , the scaling effect of source size on the dispersal function itself has often been ignored. Even when dealing with individual trees (Clark et al. 1999; Austerlitz et al. 2004) this should be considered, as they will vary considerably in size over their lifetime. Additionally, we show that measuring from the centre of an area source, taking radius into account can simplify the choice of equation to describe dispersion and modelling using these equations.
We treat area sources as disks, which is an assumption valid only when the source has reasonably similar dimensions in all directions. Azimuthally variable dispersal would be expected for extremely asymmetrical sources (Greene & Calogeropoulos 2002) . However, systematic variation in the wind direction is likely to be a much larger source of error in agricultural applications.
(d) The role of insects Here, we deal exclusively with wind dispersal. It is reasonable to assume that wind pollination will usually be proportional to the composition of the pollen cloud. In addition, the effect of insect pollination must be considered when deriving a complete pollination kernel. The general character of pollen dispersal by insects is likely to depend on the mix of pollinators in a particular region. However, it is likely that the scale and form of functions describing insect dispersal will be similar to those derived for wind dispersal. Cresswell et al. (2002) chose an exponential power model to represent bumblebee pollination, but a fat-tailed model may offer an explanation for the non-zero paternity further from the source. Furthermore, smaller pollinators may in fact be blown by the wind as much as actively disperse. For example, pollen beetles can disperse over long distances with fat-tailed distributions (Skogsmyr 1994) . Ramsay et al. (2003) recorded the presence of pollen beetles on fertilized plants 26 km from the nearest OSR field.
(e) Implications for policy Rieger et al. (2002) measured pollen-mediated gene flow from herbicide-tolerant rapeseed into conventional crops in Australia, finding small amounts of pollination as far as 3 km from source fields, with no perceptible fall with distance. This is consistent with the very shallow dispersal curves measured suggested above. By contrast, conventional breeders' guidelines suggest separation of fields by only a few hundred metres ensures adequate purity. However, this does not imply that cross-pollination will continue to drop rapidly as separation increases.
It is a consequence of the power-law curves that separation distances should explicitly refer to the size of field involved, since the median dispersal distance depends on the field size. For an inverse square power-law, the required separation for a 20 ha field will be twice that of a 5 ha field. A further implication of the very shallow dispersal curves deduced above is that no completely 'safe' separation between fields is possible on a landscape scale; there will always be a low, but real, probability of pollen arriving from very distant sources. Using a fixed safe distance between GM and organic fields, Perry (2002) showed that only a small area of the UK could be used for production of GM rapeseed without risking gene flow to organic crops. For the 100 km square area modelled here, a number of distinct regions with different background levels emerge from around 7 to around 40 m K3 d
K1
, depending on the density of rape cropping. Within such an area, there would be unavoidable background 'gene flow', assuming that air-borne pollen causes fertilization (figure 4). These values are of similar magnitude to those expected within 200 m of isolated fields, so background levels may be equivalent to those within the recommended buffer zones for crop isolation developed from small-scale studies. In this case, gene flow levels would depend on the average proportion of GM fields, rather than only the distance to the nearest GM field. Importantly, the near homogeneous, but low, levels of background pollen observed (and predicted) mean that the location of hybrids arising from them would be very unpredictable and therefore difficult to manage. This principle even applies across national boundaries.
In general, we argue that generic ecological models of the behaviour of air-borne viruses, bacteria, fungal spores and pollen should use functions which are broadly of the type of equation (4.4). While the exponential component represents the reality of death and deposition of spores, this may be on such a long distance scale that much interesting biology is dominated by power-law behaviour, with exponents of two (with the same long-distance behaviour as a Cauchy distribution) or less. In practice, this may also be true of other organisms (Viswanathan et al. 1996; Bullock & Clarke 2000; Paradis et al. 2002 ), but we do not know of general arguments as to why. This work was funded by the BBSRC and NERC. We thank Professor R. D. Cousens for useful comment. We are grateful to the UK Meteorological Office for access to the wind data.
